MODERN CULTURAL HISTORY SEMINAR
2018-2019

LENT TERM 2019

23 January
WILLIAM WHYTE, University of Oxford
‘Architecture and the Technosphere: Buildings as Objects in the Nineteenth Century’

6 February
REBECCA LYONS, University of Cambridge
‘Princely Purchasing: George IV as Collector of Pictures’

20 February
SUSAN PEDERSEN, Columbia University
‘Balfours Play God: Sex and Psychical Research in the Shadow of the Great War’

6 March
MARIEL RODRIGUEZ, University of Cambridge
‘The Rise of Local Historic Preservation Movements in England, 1843-1913’

The Modern Cultural History Seminar meets on Wednesdays at 5 p.m. in the Senior Parlour, Gonville Court, Gonville and Caius College. The History Faculty’s Trevelyan Fund provides crucial and much appreciated assistance to support visits by scholars from outside Cambridge.

Lucy Delap, Murray Edwards College (lmd11@cam.ac.uk)
Lawrence Klein, Emmanuel College (lek26@cam.ac.uk)
Peter Mandler, Gonville and Caius College (pm297@cam.ac.uk)